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Enhancing Precious Photos  
with Mac Photos' Editing Tools 
and Preview



Repairing 
a Photo

Drag any 
picture into 
the Photos 
app and then 
click Edit.


Up comes 
the helpful 
toolbar on  
the side.

One of the best 
repair tools is 
Retouch.  
Slide the Size bar 
to make the circle 
small or large. 


Click & drag the 
circle over 
unwanted spots 
to remove them.  
Option-click to 
choose the 
source area.


It only takes a 
second to clean 
up a spot. 





Click Red-Eye.


Slide the Size bar to make the 
circle larger or smaller to match the 
size of the person’s red-eye area.


Click each red-eye to correct.  
It’s done in 1 second! 


You can avoid red-eye altogether 
by taking pictures in well-lit areas 
where flash is unnecessary. Also, 
ask your subject to look slightly to 
one side of the camera, rather than 
directly toward it.

Photos -  
Remove Red-Eye



Click Crop.


Hold the Shift key 
when grabbing a 
corner to Crop so 
that it keeps the 
whole photo 
proportional — 
otherwise don’t use 
the Shift key.


Turn the Rotate dial 
to get different 
angles.

Photos - 
Crop & 
Rotate



Delete Background



My father’s photo was taken in 1944 by a 
professional Army photographer (original with 
aging flaws shown on previous page).


I took the more recent photo (age 95) with an 
iPhone 8 Plus in 2014.


After deleting the background, the PNG graphic 
seems gray but the gray is actually “not there” 
when placing it on top of the main photo.


I went to Walgreens with my finished layout on a 
thumb drive - a 10MB photo, 300 dpi and 
calculated dimensions for a 16x20 photo print. 
$10 cost.

Info on Previous Photo



65 KB Original
A tiny photo 
(ex. 230 KB) 
will not 
expand 
correctly.


Drag the 
photo into 
Photos, open 
it, make it 
larger where it 
still looks 
sharp, and 
then take a 
screenshot.



If your original is small  
(like 67 KB) - take a screenshot 
of your picture while in Photos 
which enlarges it. 


Screenshot = Shift-Command-4 

Now this photo is a 5.2 MB PNG 
with more pixels to work with.


Make a copy and work with that.

Start with the Original Photo



- Drag your picture out of Photos and place in a folder on your 
Desktop while you are working on it. After completing your 
project, drag the folder to Documents and store there. 


- Title your picture. 


- Double click your picture. It will open in the Preview app. 


- Click on Markup to reveal the toolbar.

Open the Preview AppInstant Alpha



Open the Preview AppInstant Alpha

Click on Instant Alpha and 
slide across one area which has 

a vast amount of the same 
color. It will outline the area. If 

it looks good, hit Delete.


Any time you want to Undo 
your step, hit Command Z



After hitting DELETE - that section is gone and will become an 
empty area to place another background. This area will actually 
be gray when still working in your PNG format, not white like 
on this JPG - but the white actually demonstrates the point.

Still in Preview Now take your Lasso Selection -  zoom 
in to increase your screen size - and draw 
around each of the stragglers that didn’t 
get deleted the first time - hit Delete.



Use the 
Rectangular 
Selection to crop 
off large and 
straight sections.

TIP - Rename your new 
deleted background 
photo with NoBk in the 
name to distinguish it 
from the others.



Place the background 
graphic (sky) on a blank 
Pages document.


Place your family photo on 
top, and as you highlight it, 
choose: Arrange > Bring to 
the Top 

Screenshot the finished size.

Let’s open Pages

On the internet, find a free (sky) graphic (over 
1000 x 1000 size) to place behind your picture. 
Drag and save it into your working file folder.



TIP - when deleting (sky), grab a 
hairline more into the graphic you are 
keeping (mountain) so the previous 
(discolored sky) background does 
not show in your finished product.

Don’t forget to note where the (sun) 
light is coming from, check your 
body shadows. Give a nice haircut.



If the hole in your photo is in the 
background area - go to Markup > 
Lasso Selection and draw a section 
larger than your hole. Copy > Paste.  

Look for the Paste somewhere in the 
middle of your photo, then click 
once on it and drag it over your hole. 

Preview -  
Copy & Paste

Drag your picture back to Photos and use the Retouch 
tool to smooth out the edge, blend it within the 
background, and finish removing all the unwanted 
spots within the whole photograph.



TIP - Sometimes it’s better to take 
a photo with your camera or phone 
so that you don’t tear it out of an 
old sticky scrapbook.


Peel back the photo’s plastic cover. 
Check your lighting and positioning 
so that you and your camera are 
not reflected within the photo.


Perhaps back up, zoom in to 2x 
and take the shot.

Taking Photos  
of the Scrapbook



TIP - When 
taking a portrait 
where you’d like 
to easily delete 
the background 
with Preview’s 
Instant Alpha, 
make the 
backdrop as 
plain as you can. 


Stand at least 
2+ feet from a 
plain wall.



TIP - When taking a 
portrait where 
you’d like to easily 
delete the 
background using 
the Instant Alpha 
tool, make sure 
your subject is 
dressed in 
contrasting colors 
to distinguish them 
from the 
background. 


You can always use 
the Lasso 
Selection and 
spend some time 
deleting it.


